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The MissionkelloggsPatch class is used to provide empty
patches for the MissionkelloggsSoldier. It inherits from
UiBumpPatch, which contains the basic implementation of all
the drawing logic and collision checks. See UiBumpPatch for
further details of the UiBumpPatch class. def
buildMissionkelloggsSoldier(game): mySoldier =
game.createCharacter(missionkelloggs.MissionkelloggsSoldier)
mySoldier.update() for patch in mySoldier.patches:
patch.cancel() mySoldier.patches = [ MissionkelloggsPatch(),
Task1_patch(), Task2_patch(), Task3_patch(), ] The
buildMissionkelloggsSoldier() function returns a list of patches
added to the missionkelloggs.MissionkelloggsSoldier character.
gameobject& gameobject =
scenegraph.addgameobject("temp1"); c++ has the concept of
static reference variables. what this means is that instances of
a class can be referenced by other instances of the same class.
thus we would create a pointer to gameobject when we define
temp1object in a previous example. what this pointer points to
is an instance of gameobject. the members of a class are
stored in this instance. the m_content member is the variable
that points to the pointer that we just created. we now need to
set the member's type to cppcx::patch*, where t is the type of
the game object that the pointer points to. in our case, that is
gameobject. so, for our member, we set the type as follows:
the purpose of the functions in this package is to provide data
as convenient as possible for working with large amounts of
genomic data. to this end, all the functionality of pg fts
(pl/pgsql) is included in an object oriented persistent class to
reduce data manipulation overhead and memory footprint. it
also supplies convenient wrappers that automate often
tedious, many-to-many operations with c arrays.
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